Maps are one of the ways information on geographic distribution can best be summarized and 32 used (Pedrotti 2013 biodiversity and on the livelihood of local communities are likely to increase (Médail and 41 Quézel 1999; FAO 2014 FAO , 2015 . Identifying valuable genetic resources and habitats to 42 preserve is of the utmost importance in this context and the use of information on geographic 43 distribution is a key step in this process. 44 45
Here, we present range wide, natural distribution maps of twenty-four Mediterranean and 46 European forest tree species of key ecological and economic importance for countries of the 47 Mediterranean Basin. 48 49 50
Methods 51
Sources of data 52
The 24 forest tree species (Table 1) Polygons only: In some references, the area of occurrence is described with multiple species. In some cases the species of concern are mentioned as the 2nd, 3rd or 4th species;
other times 2 or more species of concern appear in the same polygon and therefore are mentioned as 1st and/or 2nd and/or 3rd and/or 4th species Polygon geometries gave information on the presence (inside the polygon) and absence 147
(outside) of the species. Depending on the data source, they were provided with different 148 levels of spatial detail (Figure 1) . Point geometries either informed on the punctual presence 149 of the species (but not its absence elsewhere), or on its presence in cells of a grid system when 150 points were arranged on a grid (Figure 1 These heterogeneous data sources were combined for each species to create synthetic species 162 distribution maps, with the different levels of details from the different data sources possibly 163 resulting in polygon overlaps and finer details being masked. When aggregating neighbouring 164 points into polygons, we checked that the projection system had little influence on the 165 outcome. Shorter values than 50 km for α were not appropriate because points of occurrence 166
were sometimes distributed along a grid and α < 50 km failed to connect the points across this 167 grid. Longer values than 50 km for α tended to create unrealistically wide distribution areas. 168
As an example, Figure 1 shows the distribution area computed as the alpha-shape of points of 169 occurrence of Acer hyrcanum subsp. tauricolum using α values ranging from 30 to 100 km. 170
All computations were made using the R statistical environment (www.r-project.org) and the 171 alphahull package to compute alpha-shapes (Pateiro-López & Rodríguez-Casal 2010). The 172 maps where the point geometry of localities were converted into polygons using the alpha-173
shapes and merged with areas, are shown in Figure 2 . 174 175 Reuse potential and limits 183 We generated a set of distribution maps for 24 forest tree species (Figure 3) , key for 184
Figure 2. Alpha-shape (orange polygon) of points of occurrence of
Mediterranean forestry, which we consider as a strategic resource for both science and 185 management. These maps are general range maps, created from the compilation of multiple 186 sources of information (mostly published floras and chorological maps) with different levels 187 of accuracy, where in some cases the most recent available data was decades old. The alpha-188
shape procedure used to turn occurrence data points into polygons purposefully degraded 189 precise information, with the possibility that polygons may overlap and further blur local 190 details. However, the maps are meant to be accurate only at the level of the entire distribution 191 range of the species or at country level and not at finer spatial scales. 192 193 We did not digitize all available published chorological maps and the works of Meusel & 194 Jäger ( further inventories should be conducted to clarify the distribution of the species. The eastern 210 limit of the distribution map of Cedrus atlantica that coincides with the border between 211
Algeria and Tunisia, for instance, calls for further investigation of this species in eastern 212
Algeria. 213 214
Therefore, as more and more digital resources are made available and academic and citizen-215 science knowledge accumulates, we recommend that experts in forest tree species distribution 216
indicate how ranges should be refined to adjust zones where the species are wrongly indicated 217 as naturally occurring, by either manipulating and reposting the shapefiles or contacting the 218 authors. Resources such as those of GBIF, properly documented, could be used for such a 219 purpose. 220 221 222 
